
To: Vulkerath Soot Scale, Leader of Rahastan Assembly of Tribes 
From: JR, Leader of Quotidian Quorum 
Subject: February Report 
 

I continue to be thankful for your friendship, both to me, and to my 

people. We have much to learn about the Outside world, and I know 

that with your help, we will learn it. 

 

I worry about my agents, IA and RP.  Both seem to be delving deeper 
into mirror corruption. Their mandatory small talk has been 

increasingly referential. I understand that I am abnormally good at 

communicating via letters, but I did not expect them to get worse 

even with Novel Input. Your help with Jaimie may be the only thing 

that can save us... 

 

[Small Talk Concluded]  

 

 

Note: All information related to nations protected by Terms and 
Conditions has been exempt from anonymization or aggregation.  As 

Bestie, you are classified "high level QQIS operative" as per section 

1.4.1.  Current non-bestie subscribers include: Yellow. (Subnote: 

Jaimie tells me diplomacy with Red has reached "Potential Subscriber" 

status. Should this change, I will make sure to let you know. 

Appreciation is expressed at your role in this exchange).  

 

 

Report: (source: IA) 
 

{small talk }  
[Small Talk Concluded]   

Primary Objective:  Detect/Resist Mind Binding 

1.  

a. Inconclusive.  

b. Variable.  

i. Subjects expressed a level of free will ranging from 

‘altered primary priorities’ (0.5 free will) to ‘no internal 

desire/motivation’ (0.05 free will)  

2.  

a. Academy of History located anti-mind control procedures. See 

Conclusion.  



3. See larger document on summary of Testing procedures and exacts of 

binding procedures. Current mechanisms remain outside of known 

magical procedures found in historical texts (According to procedures 

outlined in [Ars Arcanum] [Neckronomicon] [Journal of Ceasyar the 

Unrefuted])  

4.  

a. Inconclusive.  

b. No evidence found.  

Conclusion: Academy of History located Pill able to cause instant 
self-termination of subjects whose free will drops below a 0.55. Pill 

ingredients unavailable, but theorized that Ultrium provides an 
acceptable substitute. Pills must be administered every 15-20 days. 

Current Ultrium supplies allow for inoculation of 19% of population 
for one dose. Created Pill Production Program (PATHETIC). Program 
Requires more Ultrium + additional resources for Distribution  

Secondary Objective: Investigate Yellow's involvement in Shaking 
Plague and Genocide Potential Risk factor to Nations of Bellor. 

 

Information passed on to RP. RP reports a theoretical 1.0+ genocid 
rating and has begun information purges + containment protocol on 

YELLOW. Information purge current success: Minimal. 
Shaking Plague has observed mutation: New form more virulent, changes 
EYES to color: #0000E1  

Tertiary Objective:  

[data lost], see attached form NAGA_REPORT  



 

News:  
Meeting between RED leader and PURPLE leader occurred. Agents TP 03 
and 07 lost, but data retrieved: See transcript classified 

#QQ-SANCERRE.  

RED + PURPLE continue to occupy FORMER TAUHAN TERRITORIES.  

GREEN espionage war continues. GREEN infiltrated into PURPLE, aided 
by PURPLE noble alias: BORIS DU VARGULIUS.  
Estimated threat of Infiltrators to Purple’s stability: 12% decrease 

in nation stability, rising to 30% after one month, then 60% month 

after that (if left unchecked)  

NEW RED TRIBE FORMED: “Ayambe .” Ayambe is a synthesis of Tauhan 
survivors + Keitan tribe leaders who have separated from former 

tribes, located on a formerly Tauhan island. Led by Bri’Ayambe (Aka 
Bri’Otollo). Status of relationship to Sino’Otollo (Aka Mansa 
Sino’Otollo aka The Swordless King aka Meanie): 86% Stable.  



[[Communication Cease]] 


